
Gambit of Kings

Print & Play
Adventure Pack

The Print & Play Adventure Pack has printable components which can be used to 
play the adventure rules:

• 6 Re-roll tokens
• 16 Playing cards
• Adventure rulebook

You will still need dice, which can be found at your local game shop:

• Four 6-sided dice
• Four 8-sided dice
• Four 10-sided dice







Adventure Rules

The adventure rules are an extension of  the standard rules which combine strat-
egy with chance, adding a variety of  new elements to the game including dice 
and playing cards. These rules completely change the feel of  the game, providing 
a more casual playing atmosphere. In addition, these rules are great for younger 
players or anyone who is new to the game. 

Gameplay

Begin the game by placing your Castle card below the lower right-hand corner of  
your side of  the board. Shuffle the remaining cards and place them in a row, start-
ing to the left of  your Castle card; alternately, you may place the cards in a desired 
order. The cards are now ordered from one to eight, with the left-most card being 
one and your Castle being eight.

Movement 

To begin your turn, roll an 8-sided die and find the card which corresponds to the 
number rolled. This determines the piece you move.

• If  it is not possible to move the piece because it is “boxed in”, you must move a 
piece which frees it.

• If  you no longer have any pieces which match the card, move any piece instead.

Rolling an even number on your movement roll unlocks adventure effects, which 
are optional movement and/or combat modifiers which can be used during that 
turn.

If  you are using expansions and have more than 8 unique pieces: Lay the cards out 
in a similar manner, with the Castle in the highest even position. Choose a die with 
at least as many sides as you have unique pieces but make the difference as small 
as possible because if  your movement roll is greater than your number of  unique 
pieces, you lose your turn.



Combat

When you land on an opposing piece, it is no longer destroyed, but rather it is un-
der attack. To resolve the attack, each player gets a die equal to the combat value 
of  their piece; however, the attacker also gets a die equal to the combat value of  the 
opposing piece. Both players then roll their dice. The highest roll wins (attacker 
wins ties) and the loser’s piece is destroyed. The only exception to this is combat 
with a Castle. If  you unsuccessfully attack the enemy Castle, your piece is not de-
stroyed but instead remains on the closest (unoccupied in the case of  flying) square 
to the Castle from which it moved.

Alternative Adventure Rules

Adventure Variant I (AV I)

Same as the adventure rules with the following exceptions:

• You always roll an 8-sided movement die to start your turn (regardless of  unique 
pieces).

• You may then move any piece, but adventure effects are still unlocked only by 
even rolls.

If  you roll an eight, you can move two different pieces, but the second piece can’t 
attack.
 
Adventure Variant II (AV II)

Same as AV I with the following exceptions:

• Each player receives only 1 re-roll token.
• Dice are no longer used for combat (landing on an opposing piece destroys it).
• Giant/Ogre can’t be destroyed by a lesser piece

Tactical Adventure Rules (TAR)

Same as the standard/expanded rules, except each player receives 3 re-roll tokens, 
which are instead used to unlock adventure effects for a turn. No dice are used.

You can find an up to date list of  rule variants at gambitofkings.com/rules


